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.
Source "dependence and Story Production:

A Comparison of Religion News Coverage by

Specialists and Non-specialists at Three Newspapers

The debate over whether' a specialist or a generalist is' best

able'to report the news is, perhaps, as,t1d as journalism itself,

Ibut the trend in recent years seems to be toward grater special-
/

ization.on the part of newspaper reporters.

'Journalism educators and researchers who have studied par-

ticular subject- oriented beats frequently advocate specializatiOn

as a way to improve news eoverage.1 Their recommendations often

influence journalim education at the. college level. Mosse and

Rarick found that in addition to receiving technical training

in journalism, r adents often achieve substantial depth in one

or more academic diseiplineS. Among undergraduate journalism

majors, 90 perceNt earned at least 15 credit hours in at least

one discipline other than journalism and 30 percent earned enough

credit in another area; for a second major.2 Furthermore, recent

studies i'ndicate that approximately one-third of the accredited

journalism programs offer' students 4 chance to specialize within

their journalism program by making available to them courses in

urban affairs, legislative, business, science, law or education

rep.orting.3

.While the trend toward, specialization is unlikyj to disap-

pear, the effect of specialization on-news coverage is an open

question. Some researchers contend that specialization, and the
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beat system which fosters it, can adversely affect news coverage.4

Not only may specialty reporters assimilate the values of ,some.

other profession, but they may also become' dependent, on a .limited

number of. sources within that profession and collaborate with

those sources in the production of news.5 I

In a study comparing stories by science writers and non-spe-
,

cialists,it four newspapers? for example, Cole found that the

science writers pr"oduced fewer stories emphasizthg conflict within

the Scientific community or betWeen science and society than did

the non-specialists. Howe.Ver, the authol, cautioned that his study

was not designed to measure the quality of the coverage provided

by the two groups of journalists... It was, he concluded, equally

t possible that,the science writeish de- emphasized reial confict or

fthat the non - specialists sensationalized s*ience news.6

Although a number of studies of specialty reporters indicate'

that the journalist's education, experienee,' role-orientation
0

i;

and perception of organization demands can make a significant

difference in the news coverage between types of specialty writers,
/ .

.

none prpliide much information about d fferences between news c,over,s-

1

age by specialists and non-specialists

straints.7

Because so few studies include information about the work

orking under similaricon-
.

a

of both specialists and non-specialists covering the same type

of news, it is impossible to determine whether there are consistent

differences in the coverage provided by the two groups, of journa-.

4
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. lists. Thee'fore, this study Was designed to provide additional ,

1

'1.141formation about the effects of spedialization on news coverage

,by comparing the work of religion specialists and pon-spemialists

for three major metropolitan newspapers.

In addition to providing data. on )he number, length, display

and general characteristics, of the stories produced by specialists
e

and'nEin-specialiets, this study tested three hypotheses:

1. Religion suaialists will. most often turn to convehiently

available sources within the religious community for their stories,

e),while non-specialiets will most often' use secular sources they_

routinely, encoiinter.in covering other kinds of news.,

2. Storibs produc,e4 by the non-specialists will more often

emphasize the hard news vailues of conflict, change and violence

than will the stories produced, by the religion specialists.

3. Religion specialists will produce more stories about

purely religious concerds while non-specialists will. produce more

stories emphasizing interactions between religion and the secular
'1

society.

Methodology

Selection of Newspapers:8 The New York Times, Minneapolis

Star, and Richmond Times-Dispatch were selected for content analy-

sis because these papers are frequently included on lists of the

4,!-)

best American newspapers and are also frequently cited as being

among the best papers for religion Journalism. They also repi'esent

papers with different news policies and structural constraints,

c.
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are located in different cultural milifgus and address different

audiences. Therefore; an analysis of these newspapers could be.

. expected to provide a broad 'understanding of religion news cover-

age.
Ye

. .

v
...

.

The New York Timei does not have a'eligion page, but it

ne only two general diroulation daily newspaper that employs

two lull-time reld.gion writer. Although the Times is published

in the most competitiA newspaper market, it does not "'really cam-
.

pete with other city newspapers. Ai the rirationts'pre-eminent
e

newspaper, it hires experlenced jodrnalists ,who have proved their..

worth at other ,newspapers. These journalists are not generally
r

expected to produce many stories, but thfty are expectpd.to be

capable of.,handling any nedws situation that develops on their

beat. Times writers are encouraged to use their reporting

to find and write relatively long stories that are of more than

transitory ldcal interest. However, they are not encouraged to

collaborate with ea0&..other and freqdintlY have little ability

to determine which of the stories they write will actutlly appear

in print.

In sharp contrast to the Times, during the period of this

study the .Minneapolis Star' was a newspaper struggling to survive

in the face of strong competition from its sister publication,

the Tribune, and frooOthe Pioneer-Dispatch in neighboring St.

Paul. Reporters at the Star were generally hired to write news

and news-features- about events and. situations involving or affec-

d
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ting local people. As religion editor, the Star employed a talen-
t

ted feature writer and expert. on Lutheranism, which is the dominant 1

religion in the area. The religion, editor was responsible fer

a locally-oriented religion page and had. some authority to assign

religiop stories to other Star reportees, but ne was not routinely

consulted about stories about religiot that were developed irde-

pendently by other reportr5.

In philosophy and practice, the Richmond Times-Dispatch fell

somewhere between the Times ,end theiStar. Like' most city news-

papees, the Times - Dispatch prtvided'thorough local coverage, but

it also billed itself as the "state newspaper of Virginia. ". Like

the Times, the Times-Dispatch hired many specialty reporters who

were expected to produce stories of more 'than transitory local

interest. However, unlike the Times, the Times-Dispatch encouraged

cooperation among its reporters. The religion writer at the Times-

Dispatch wis responsible for a weekly locally-oriented reflgion

page, .a weekly round-up of national and international news, land

in-depth stories for the general n is pages. Unlike his coup

terparts at the other paperso.he was routinely consulted by other
/

report'ers and-by the wire service editors whenever they encountered
,

.

religion news. He also had some- authority to ,assign repdrters 4.

1
.

to religion news stories.

The Content analysis: All issues of each newspaper published

between June 1 and August 31, 1981, were scanned ,,for religion

news. For this study all items appearing under the by -libe of

IMO
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the religion 'specialists at each newspaper wer,

t6;,,,
1"

considered reli-

gion news. Howbver,. any item mentioning a r( ) ., a religious

organization or a word commonly associated with. religion in a
O

'.headline, subhead or story lead was considercd ,religion news unless

a careful reading of the item indicated the story was esselkally

devoid of, information about religion. For example, sports,stories

involving participants from parochial schools and many political

stories involving such groups as the Christian Democratic Party

in the Federal Republi.o of Germany, the Muslim Fundatentalist

Party in Iran'and jewsilin the-Middle East were eliminated because

the stor=ies contained:no significant information about religion.

1
4

Following this procedure, 1,16A religion news items were .

g
obtained for content analysis. This total included 304 from the

New York Times, 278 from the Minneapolip Star, and 532 from the

Richmona
I

The content analysis scheme called for recor ding the display

location and the length of each item, using eight lines of 30
.10

characters each as a standard column inch. The coding procedures

also' called for determining the particular news value found iri

each story using a list of categories developed from a study 6f

news- values by Eberhard.9 Open-ended lists of authors, sources

of information and subjects were developed during the coding pro-
'.

cess and later collapsed into more general categories:

A number of reliability checks were built into the content'

analysis procedure. First, an adult who reads newspapers and
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religion news restilarly but has no particular .interest in eith

,dtbject was asked to scan a *constructe& week of each nevispaile 1.
.

".

.

1-
.

and prepare a list of all religion news Atems'in'each.,issuo by -----..-4

cf

using the definition of reltgi n news for 'this study. . Acompari=.

son of .that list to the-list if, Atoriesidentified by.the author
.4-

indicated that fewer than one pArcent of the religion newstitems

may have beenoverlooked. HoweVer,..thls study may have over-'-v
4 4

estimated the total number of stories by as much as five"parcent.

because of the difficulty_in determining when to include articles
4:

about religio-political conflict.
.4

The articles selected frOm each newspaper we e coded at the

same time to maximize coding consistency within ea 0 group, but

the articles themselves were numbered and then shuffled so they 4

were not coded in chronological order. Thisywas'done to minimize

any systematic error iv following coding Procedures.

When all the articles had been coded,. a random sample *of

26 items from the three newspapers was selecttd. Tnese articles

.

Luwere 'recoded by the author^ and also by an o.r..side coder experienced, 4

in content analysis and familiar with religion news.

Those variables which .called for the development of categories

were checked by an audit procedure in which tbeeoutside coder

de,,eloped his own categories and then compared the results to.'

the author's categories. In addition, the outside coder' examined

the entire list of original and collapsdd categories.ftdeveloped
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by the author for r'eaionableness." Thee lists developed individually
I

. by the author and the.outsia coder were very similai.

.
V

V

8

4

Wien the categovy lists, had been checked', reliability figures
. ..

A.

were calculated for 1a11 yariables, where judgment mas, -liequ4rpd:
,

.
..,. -...

Both. simpleagreement'and' dScott's pi,..ithlicated good 4 .8) ip.tra-

0 coder'and inter-coder Teliability.both within each newspaper and

adoss the three newspaper's. on: all variables reported in this

study.

Findings

0

Amount Dis 1 and Authorshi.. of Religion News: Of the /

334 Teligilm news items that were printed in the Times, during

the summer) 1981, approximately two-thirds (65.9%) appeared

in the first section of tie piper. Religion news appeared on

the froxit page 18 Voles and on the editorial page 16 times. Con-
.

sistent-with.the paper's general commitment to in-depth coverage,

more than half the stories were longer than 10 column inchesn

four ran to more than 100 column inches.

.Althciugh it is consistent with the organization's expectations

of its ,,,journalists, it was rather surprising to find that the

two religion writers produced very little religion news. Each

specialist wrote 14 articles, .nearly.titee-lourths of which were

betweeh 10 and 30 column inches.

Obher staff writers,
A

working' independently from the Times

specialists, prodaa)ecie 190 articles (56.9% of ail religion news)

including four stories longer than 100 column inches. .Four staff

1Q

I.
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writers..found at st six religiostoftw011ete;s7on their beats.

Approximately one-t, itd of the religion news in the Times was

picked up from the majOr mire' services, but no stories during

the summer of 1981 were obtained directly from other newspapers.

During ,they same time period, the'Star printed' 277 articles

about relig.on nearly as ;any as the much bigger New York Times'
.

even though the Times went to press se 4n days a week an the

.. Star appeared only Monday through Friday. 0f chose stories, 151

11,

(54.5%),appeared on the religion page, but aproximately one-fOurth
4

of them were in the first-section .news pages. Religion news ap-
'1

,peared on the front page nine times and on the editorial page

nine times.

The religion, editor wrote. 141 articles, most of which were

used on the religion page, but nine competed supcessfully for

space in the general news 3olumns. Nearly half the religion news

)in the Star was picked up from wire orservices o other newipa ers;
,.,

- t-
/ other staff writers at the Star contributed only 31 articles.

Because the religion page featured at least one religion

news round-up column ..ach week and because the Star relegated
4

many breaking national and international news stories to gaily

news round-up columns, the Star carried a greater percentage of

religonnews items shorter than 10 column inches (A77.6) than

did the other two newspapers.

Of the three papers analyzed, the Times- Dispatch set aside.

more spve for religion news. and carried the largest number of

11
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religion .news items (532). _However, only about one - third of those

)

items appearethin'-the-spaCe set aside for religion news.. Heltgion ,

news 'made the front p ge' and the editorial page 23, times each
. A o

at the Times-Dispatch. /*
I..'

The religion specialist wrote 67 articles. far the religion

page and 80 for his weekly: round-up column, bu.t 17 items competed

successfully'Tor, space in the general news columns. Although
0

three - fourths of the articles by the religion writer were rale-
.

timiply short, he produced more items longer than tO column -inches

than did any of the other religion specialist-s *hose work was
1.

studied,, Two of the four articles, longer than,100 column inches

carried by the Tall0-Dispatch were written by the religion special-

ist.

Although the Times- Dispatch specialist was a spectacularly

prolific religion writer, the 165 articles he wrote accounted

for slightly less, than one-third of the religion news in the Times-

Dispatch. Other staff writers contributed 115 articles, while

the; major wire services. were used 220 times for religion news.

Of the three newspapers, the ath.:21ApAta relied most heavily

on other newspapers and syndicates (32 items) primarily becaus

of a decision to use these sources for coverage of Moral. Majority,
%

Inc., activities throughout Virginia.

Use of Sources: Although the categories for analyzing the

sources used by specialists 'and non-specialists are not completely

analogous -- because individual hon-Specialists produced very

rr

12
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few arti%Iles, the secular sources used by them were collapsed

into broader categories than those used for religious sources

-- the data clearly support hypothesis 1. All of the primary.

sources used most frequently by the specialists were religious

sources. (See Table 1) The non-specialists turned to secular

sources for their Information far more often than they did to

religious sources. (See Table 2) In fact, the only religious

organizations that made the list of primary information sources

consulted most frequently by non-specialists were the Roman Cath-

olic Church, religio-political organizations of the New Christian

Right within the United Sates., and religion-based political par-

.ties or.factions in other Countries.

Tables 1 and 2 present dat only on the primary info Illation

(sources used most frequently by two groupssof ,ourna ists,

but an analysis of all the sources used in their articlesrevealed

an even greater difference in the work of the two groups of Jour-

nalists. Both groups produced roughly the same proportion of

multiple-source stories. In their multiple-source stories, how=

ever, the non-specialists almost always included information

gathered from both a secular and 'a-religious source. Their stories

rarely contained multiple religious viewpoints. But in their

multiple-source stories, the religion specialists usually provided

information gathered from several different religious organiza-

tions. But they rarely included information or comment from a

secular source.

13
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Although rather striking differodnces were found in the use

of sources by the religion specialists and non-specialists, further

examination of the sources they consulted indicated that the work-

ingvhabits of the two group.4 ofi,journalists may be quite similar.

Both groups rely most heavily on those sources most visible and
/

available to them. For the religion specialists, this meant heavy

use of those institutions they were expected to monitor regularly

local religious organizations and those national ones most

accessible to a particular specialist or whose activities were

likely to be important to the newspaper's primary audience.

The non - specialists, on the other hand, did not set out to

cover religion newt. They ,found it while routinely monitoring

familiar news sources. Court reporters, for example, occasionally

encountered a trial in which a religious figure, or organization

was either a plaintiff or defendant. 'Their reports came from

thm police or from court records. Foreign correspondellts some-

times found themselves covering conflict involving religious par-

ties in Ireland, Iran, Central America or the Middle East. They

relied on government or opposition spokespersons.

News Valges: In spite of the differences in the sources

used by the religion specialists and non-specialists in covering

religion news, there were few clear or consistent differences

in the news value* in the stories produced by the two groups of

journalists. Furthermore, the differences in news values between

the two groups were frequently less striking than those noted

4
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among the three newspapers. Thus, hypothesis 2 was
\

only partly

confirmed. general, the specialists produced more stories

with cooper4tion or change as the primary news value than did

the non-specialists, while the non-specialists more often reported

stories in which violtince or novelty was, the primary news value.

(See Table 3)

Although non-specialists were more likely than the specialists

to produce stories with' conflict as the primary news value, only

-\,,at the Star was there a large difference in the proportion of

conflict- oriented stories produced by the two groups of journa-
,.

) lists. A further analysis of those stories in which conflict

was the primary news value suggests, howeyer, that the significant

difference in the stories produced by'thb two groups did not lie

in the proportion of conflict-oriented stories produCed by_esoh

group. Rather the major difference was the kind of conflict repor-
/

ted. The specialists concentrated on conflicts occurring/within,

or between religious organizations; the non-specialists primarily

reported conflicts between religion and some portion of the secular

world.

Stories: Although most of the religion news carried in the

three newspapers during the summer of 1981 consisted of accounts

of isolated events or situations, those stories the gatekeepers

at each newspaper singled out for sustained cover(ge underscored

the differences in news orientation between religion specialists

and non-specialists already noted in the sections concerning use

15
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of sources and news values. The data clearly support hypothesis .

3. The lists of continuing stories produced by the religion writers

clearly indicate these specialists concentrated on religious-news,

albait often on religious news with broad social implications.

(See Table 5) The non-specialists provided *continuing coverage

of news about interactions between religion and society. (See

Table 6)

Furthermore, the ...ists of the top stories covered by spepial-

ists and non-specialists suggest there was little interaction

between the two groups of journalists. In tact, only at the Times-

Dispatch, where overall authority for religion news was vested

in the religion specialists, was there any similarity in the stories

given continuing coverage by the specialists and by the non-special-

ists. The specialist, at the Times- Dispatch giv.e the most sustained

coverage to an explanation of the conflict between fundamentalists

and modernists in the religious community, then treated various

off-shoots of that conflict in stories about the national meeting

of the Southern Baptist Convention, the electronic church, and

Moral Majority,,Inc. Additional aspects of that conflict were

explored in continuing stories by the non-specialists about the

Moral Majority, the Rev% Donald WiJdmon's proposed television

boycott, reaction within the religious/ community to the appointment

of Sandra Day O'Connor to the Supreme: Court, and conflict between

groups approving and opposing abortion.

iti
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Conclusion

During the .summer of 1981 both specialists and non-specialis.ts

at the New YOrk-Times, Minneapolis Star, and Richmond Times-Dis atich

``provided a steady stream of news about religion. However, this

study found con6tstent differenceO between the work of the two

groups of journalists.
p

The specialists obtained most of the information for their

stories from religiouS sources, while the non - Specialists more

often relied on secular sources. Although the two groups of Jour-

nalists produced similar proportions of multiply-source stories,

the religion specialists used those sources to provide several

religious perspectives on an issue or event. The non-specialists .

more oft., focused on the secular viewpoint, giving just enough °

information from a single religious source to give a religious

angle.to the article.

Using inl'ormeion from the sources they consulted, the reli-

gion'specialists at all the newspapers produced stories emphasizing
4,3

change and cooperation more often than did the non-specialists.

Because 'af a newspaper format requiring a weekly round-up column

devoted to announcements and simple ac-counts of events within

the local religious community, the specialists at the Star and

Times-Dispatch also p7oduced far more stories with no clear news
;

values than dia the ndp-specialists at these papers. At the same

as

time, the non - specialists at each of the three newspapers emphasized

17
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violence and novelty in their stories more often than did the

specialists.

Only at the Star, yes there a clear difference in the propor-

tion"of stories emphasizing conflict produced by the two groups

of journalists. However, .further analysis of all conflict-

oriented stories indicated that the religion writers at each of
t.

the newspapers reported primarily on conflict within the religious

community while the non- specialists provided most of the coverage

of conflict between religion and society.

An examination or the stories the specialists and non-special-

ists at the three newspaper sin: d out for continuing coverage

further underscored the difference in the news coverage found

by examining the use 'of sources and the production of conflict-
.

oriented stories by the two groups of journalists. For the mdst

Part the religion specialists ireported news from within the rel-

igious community. The .non- specialists covered news of the'lqer-
1.

action between religion and the secular society.

Although this study found significant and consistent differ-

ences between the work of specialists and non-specialists, the

findings should not be interpreted as meaning that either group

did a better job of covering religion news. The data seem to

indicate that all journalists most often gather news only from

a fairly limited number of sources which are highly visible and

readily accessible to them. For the most part, the differences

that were found between the work of non-specialists and specialists

1d
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can be attributed to the division of labor. that exists among jour-

nalists working for any newspaper.

Because of this division of labor, readers get significant

news both about religidn itself and about the interaction between

'religion and 'society. The ooverag\ is undoubtedly more. thorough

than it would be if only specialists. or only non.-specialiSts re-

ported about religion. However, the 'stories reported, by special-

ists and noh-specialists-are not really ,complementary because,

the two" groups of journalists rarely cov4 the same events, issues,

or situations. The data suggest that only `from newspapers like.

the Times-Dispatch, where news policy encourages cooperation be-'

tween the specialist and non-spebialists', are readers likely to

have access to multiple religious and secular perspectives on

related aspects of the same story.
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Table 1

'1r

PrimarySourcesa Used Most 'Frequently by
Religioh Specialists at Three Newspapers

Times
(n=28)

S
Star

(n=141)

=11.1%,

20

Times-Dispatch
(m1165)

414

So. Bapt. natl.
cony. & hdqts.
(n=5, 17.9%)

Am. Jewish Cong.
. natl."hdnts.

(ni2, 7.1%)

Salvation Army
natl. cony.
(n=2, 7.1%)

Society of Jesus
regl. hdqts.
(n=2, 7.1%)

Marykno ll
regl. hdqts.
(nr.2, 7.1%)

World Council
of Churches
(n=2, 7.1%)

Natl. Council
of Churches
(n=2, 7.1%)

Local oongregatiars
(n=45, 31.9%)

Local relig. orgs.
(n=12, 8.5.%)

Catholic regl. hdqts.
(n=10, 7.1%)

Luth. Cnurch-Mo. Syn.
natl. cony. & hdqts.
(n=7, 5.0%)

Am. Luth. Chprch
natl. hdqEs.
(n=5, 3.5%)

Local Congregai....oa:. ,

(n=57, 34.5%)

Local relig. orgs.
(n=17, 10.35)

So. Baptist natl.
cony. & hdqts.
(n=10, 6.1%)

So. Baptist
regl. hdqts.
(n=7, 4.2%)

Luth. World Fed.
(n=6, 3.6%.)

United Methodist
regl. hdqta.
(n=5, 3.0%) *.

Inl

aThe primary' source' is the source from which the most important
information'in an article was obtaindd; if several souroes.were
used equally, the primary source is the first one mentioned.
Because of the small number of articles- written by Times writers,
any primary source used at ;least twice has been listed; for other
papers the cut-off was arbitrarily set at five.
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Table 2

4

.21

t lJ

Primary Sourcesa Used Most Frequently by
Non - Specialists for Three'Newspapers

Times
(n=306)

Star
4..n=136).

0

Times-Dispatch.
,(11:367)

.Catholic regl.b Getholio regl.Cb rFoeign Government
(n=56, 11.5%) (n=29, 21.3%) , -1(n=51, 13'.9%.)

,

Court
.....) "Loc. Relig. Orgn. ,Catholic regl.

(n-36, 11.8%)
%

(n=12, 8.8%) (nr49, 13.4%)

Foreign Crovt. Court
ik (n=31, 10.3%) (n=12, 8.8%)

Vatican
(n=19, 6.2%)

Vatican
(n=11, 8.1%)

;

Court
(n=30, 8.2%)

Relig. Pol. Party
(n=22, 6.0%)

Relig. Pol. Party Foreign Govt. Other Media
'(n=12, 3.9%) (n=1 's, 8.1%) (n=21, 6.9%)

.
.,

Business
(n=12, 9%) (n=10, 7.4%) (n=12, 3.9%)

____
1

Other Media Police

o.

Police Other Media Federal Govt.
(n=10, 3.3%) (11=9, 6.6%)

Loc./StAte Govt.: .Hospital.
(6=6, 4.4%)

Business Moral Majority
(n=10, 3.3%) (n=5, 3.7%)

Hospital Business-
(m=9, 2.9%) (n=5,

. (n=10, 3.3%)

Federal Govt. Coal. Better TV
(n=8, 2.6%) (n=5, 3.7%)

. (n=9, 2.9%)

Ho4ital
(n=8, 2.6%)

Moral Majority
(n=8, 2.6%), .

Police
.(n=7; 2.3%)

'Coal. Better TV
(n=5, 1.6%)

aThe primary source is the'source from which moot information
in 'a story was obtained. If several sources- were used equally,
the primary source is the first source mentioned. The cut-off
point was arbitrarily set at five.,

bAll archdiocese and diocese regardless.A geographic.loca-
tion are included in this category.
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Table 3','
a

News Valed in Religion News Articles by
Speclalists

o
and Non-Specialists at Three Npwspapers

News Value

Change

Conflict

Violence

Novelty

Cooperation

Human Interest

Coverageft

Total

,

22

gas

'Times Star Times-Dispatch
Spec:
(n=28)

Ikon -spec.
(n,306)

'Spec. Non-spec.
(n=141 (n=136)

Spec. Non-spec.
(n=165) (n=367)

32.1%

42.9% .

14.4%

47.1%

13.4%
,

24.1% 16.9%

156% 36.0%

\ 14.7%

22.4%

37.6%

1.8%

17.4%'

"39.8%

11.2%

3.6$ 4.2% ,2.8% 5.1% 1.2% 4.1% ,
3.6%

17.9%

2.3%

17.0%

8.5%

10.6%

8:6:

15.4%

5.5%

6.7%

4.4%

14.2%

2;6% 38.3% ,5.1% 24.8$ 9.0%

100.1%a 100.0% 99.9$b 99.8%b 100.0% 10 .1 %b

mr

aThis category.includes'announcements and simple accounts of events
for no other news value was appropriate. The content analysis
scheme did not include timeliness, proximity br consequence because
of difficulties making the subjective judgments necessary to place a
story into the appropriate catesor'y.

bTotals do not equal 100 percent because of rounding.

4

a

24
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J Table 4..

The Top Stor.iesa Accoliding to
-Religion Specialistt at Three Newspapersa

23

Times
(ial)

So. Bapt. Cony.
. (n=5, 17.9%)

Natl. Council of
Churches Member-
.(n=2, 741%)

World Council of
Churches

African Policies
(n=2, 7.1%)

Star
(n=141)

,

'Times-Dispatch
(n=165)

Luth.'Church-Mo.Syn.
Oonv.
(n=8,. 5.7%)

Proposed Merger.of
Lutheran Church
(n=3, 2.1%)'

Fund.- Modertlist,
Debate
(n=7, 4.2%)'

So..Bapt. Cony.
(n=7, 4.g%)

Electronic Church
(n=6, 3.51)

Monal Majority, Inc.
(n:4, 2.4%)

aFor the purpose of this table, a "story" is defined as at least two
articles appearing on at least two different' cfays and devoted to .esren-
tiatly the save event/situation and involving essentially the same indi-
viduals or organizations. All stories developed religion specialist
are included in the list. However, thee stories are based only on
art les written by the reigior, specialists. he Southeran Baptist
conv ntion does not appear onyhe Star list and the Lutheran Church-

ouri Synod convention do94 not appear ..on the Times-Dispatch list
bOcause these newspapers covered these stories through articles written
by both their religion specialists and other journalists. Only the reli-
gion writers at the Times reported on these two events. 1
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,

The fo Religion Stbriesa According'to
non-Specialists at Three Newipapersa ,

24

Timei
(n:304)

Star
.(n=136)

1 imea:RiERIA1921
(n=361

e

Pope's Hgalthb
. (R=23, 7.5%)

4 HoaocauAt'Memorial
(n=13, 4.2%)

Ireland:Rel. Confl.
(n=11, 3.6%)

TV Boycott
(n=10, 3.23)

Cult Deprog. Bill
(n =9, -2.9%)

Pope's Healthb
in=15's 11.0%)

TV Boycott
(n=13, 9.6%) .

Poland.: Ch. & Pol.
(n:4, 2.9%)

Pope's Healthb
.(n=23,

Moral Majority
(n=14,318%)

Iran:Fund. \Rev.

4
(n=12, 3.5%)

,
Ireland4Rel. Confl. TV Boycott

(n:4, 2.9%) (n=11,'34,0%)

Papal Assas.0 Irelan0Rel. Conn.'
(n=4, 2.9%) (n=74 1.9%) ,

Rev. Moon: Legal Br. Royal. Wedding
(w=8, 2.6%) (n=4, 2.9%)

Arg.anti-semitism Holocaust, Memorial
(n=7, 2.3%) (n=3, 2.2%

Israeli Election
(n=6, 2.0%)

Iran:FAcra.' Rev.
(n=5, r.6%)

Poland:Ch: & Pol.
(nr.5, 1.6%),

Papal Assass.c
(n=5, 1.6%)

Moral Majority
(n=3, 2.20

M. Teresas Visit
(n=3, 2.2%)

1

Hare Krishna Case
(n=3, 2:2%)

Papal Assass.a
(n=6I 1.6%1.

indra Day O'Connor
(n=5, 1.4%)

te

Abortion
. (n=5, 1.4%)

Holocaust Memorial
(n:5, 1.4%)

Poland:Ch. & Pol.
(n=5, 1.4%)

IOW YID 4111.

aA "story" is defined as articles appearing on at least two dif-'
ferent days, but devoted. 'to essentially the same event/situation and
involving essentially the same participants. The cut-off point was
arbitrarily set at 10 continuing stories except were ties made it
necessary to include an extra story. .

bArticles abbut the Pope's health discuss his physical condition
following an assassination attempt.

°These articles; discuss other aspects of tire attempted assassina-
tion.


